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Figure 1. One of the six-face stimulus displays from Study 1. In this display, with the American poser, Face
Dl represents a contempt face with unilateral Action Unit (AU) 10 (lip raise) and unilateral AU 14 (dimpler—
smirk). D2 represents anger in the open mouth form, with AU 10 (lip raise). D3 represents anger in the lip press
form (AU 24). D4 represents disgust in the full form. D5 represents contempt in the minimal form, with
unilateral AU 14 (dimpler-smirk). D6 represents disgust in the minimal form, with bilateral AU 10 (lip raise).

square (4, N = 193). The same face category was highest for all
three faces for 14 out of the 27 situations. There were some minor
differences in the FACS ratings of some of the corresponding faces
that may account for the differences we observed across posers.
However, the minor facial differences (an issue of central concern
in our parallel project of assigning particular facial movements to
particular situations) were balanced out by our design, which
distributed poser faces in equal frequency, randomly, to both
Japanese and American participants. For this reason we merged the
data across posers.

Testing the CAD triad hypothesis. The CAD triad hypothesis
(Table 1) designates a predominant facial-word response (con-
tempt, anger, or disgust) for each of the types of moral violations

(community, autonomy, or divinity) as previously classified by us.
Results are presented in Table 3. There are 12 rows (3 ethics by 2
cultures by 2 types of measure), each displaying the mean fre-
quency across all instances of one type of moral violation for the
three CAD emotions (words or faces) for one culture. Thus, for the

. 1st row, for community violations, American participants match-
ing these situations to faces assigned a mean of 66% to the
contempt face, 27% to the anger face, and 8% to the disgust face.
In all 12 rows, the modal CAD emotion was as predicted (p <
.001, binomial, N = 12, assuming a one-third probability per row
of being correct by chance). Across all 12 rows, the mean score for
the predicted designation was 52.2%. Given that 14.3% of re-
sponses were that there was no applicable answer, the expected


